
 

 

O4 Media has struck another distribution deal with India, again with video streaming service Amazon 

miniTV, this time with three popular Chinese Dramas - 'Tientsin Mystic', 'Breaking Dawn' and ‘Last 

One Standing’. This deal comes closely on the heels of O4 Media's recent successful placing of 

Korean dramas to the same platform. 

The titles have captured the hearts of audiences worldwide with their compelling storylines, 

exceptional production values, and outstanding performances by the talented cast. Amazon miniTV 

further strengthens its position as a premier destination for international entertainment, providing 

its subscribers with an enriched and diverse viewing experience. 

Gary Pudney, Founder and Managing Director of O4 Media stated, "It’s great collaborating with 

Amazon miniTV once again to bring these three outstanding Chinese dramas to a wider global 

audience. These titles are great examples of storytelling, and we are confident that they will 

resonate with viewers from diverse cultural backgrounds across India." 

The decision to sell these Chinese dramas to Amazon miniTV comes as part of O4 Media's strategic 

efforts to expand its international presence and promote cross-cultural exchange through premium 

content. 

About O4 Media Ltd 
 
O4 Media is a global distributor of scripted and non-scripted formats and IP development. O4 Media 
showcases culture and connects content creators and producers from the East to the West and from 
the West to the East. 
 
Led by industry veteran Gary Pudney and his head of sales and acquisitions, Nixon Lim, the O4 team 
has over 100 years of combined experience in content distribution and acquisitions with an 
expansive network. O4 Media is headquartered in Hong Kong with a strategically positioned global 
team based in Hong Kong, Manila, Mexico City and Australia. 
 

About Amazon miniTV 

Amazon minitv is a free, ad-supported video streaming service offered by Amazon in India. It is a 

mobile-only app that allows users to watch TV shows, movies, and short videos on their Android 

devices. 

The app features a variety of content, including popular Indian and international movies and TV 

shows, as well as Amazon Originals. It also offers content in several languages, including Hindi, Tamil, 

Telugu, and Bengali, among others. 

For more information about O4 Media, please visit https://o4-media.com/. 

For more information about Amazon miniTV, please visit https://www.amazon.in/.  
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